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Health, Beauty and Fitness
Apex Cardiology Laser treatment to clear blocked arteries in legs given a
“boost” with new catheter availability
By Mason Weiss, M.D., FACC
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The TURBO-Booster™, offered by
Colorado Springs-based
Spectranetics Corporation, is used
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Screening
is fast,
painless
and takes
just
minutes
>> HEART DISEASE:
•

is the #1 killer of men and women

•

can be silent until advanced

•

can appear without symptoms and result
in sudden death in 50% of people

•

is a preventable disease that Apex
Cardiology can help detect with the
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Apex Cardiology is a recognized leader in providing a full
range of cardiology services. Our cardiovascular specialists
work in partnership with primary care physicians to diagnose
and treat routine and complex heart problems.

Now at Apex Cardiology

AN 11 SECOND SCAN CAN
SAVE YOUR LIFE!
The Newest technology in heart disease detection
for you and your loved ones.
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CALL APEX CARDIOLOGY NOW
TO BOOK YOUR APPOINTMENT
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501 E. Hardy Street, Suites 200 and 140
Inglewood, California 90301

